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Self Centering Doweling Jig Assembly and Operating Copyright Instructions 2000 by Harbor Freight Tools. All rights are reserved. No part of this manual or any works of art contained in the present can be reproduced in any form or form without the explicit written consent of Harbor Freight Tools. For
technical issues, please call Harbour Freight Tools Length: 4-3/4. Note: There are 4 holes at the top of the jig. Only two holes take threaded bushes. The remaining two holes take 7/16 and 1/2 drill bits. #41345 item #41345 3491 Mission Oaks Blvd., Camarillo, CA 93011 at 1-800-444-3353. Specifications:
Height: 2-1/2 Maximum capacity: 2 Stock Bushing Set: 2 each of 1/4 , 5/16 and 3/8 REV 08/04 Width: 4 Extended page 1 NO. 07100 5 HOLES 1/4 5/16 3/8 7/16 1/2 No 07200 2 KNOCKED HOLES - KUSS 2 EA. 1/4 5/16 3/8 NO. 07300 4 KNOCKED HOLES AND BUSHINGS 2 EA. 1/4 5/16 3/8 NO 07500
- 5 PERMANENT HOLES INCLUDING 1/4 5/1 6 3/8 7/16 1/2 DIAMETERS SIMPLE - FAST AND ACCURATE - MITER JOINT AND END JOINT - EDGE JOINT MORTEGING GUIDE RAILROAD JOINT WHY BUY A PRO U.S. CENTER DOWELING JINGG? 20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE
PRODUCTION OF THIS TYPE OF JIG. ANODIZED ALUMINUM FOR APPEARANCE FOR DURABILITY AND INVENTORY PROTECTION. UP TO 6 WIDE CLIP CAPACITY. ALL THE PARTS ARE COVERED FOR APPEARANCE AND RUST PROTECTION. SIMPLE, COMPLETE AND
UNDERSTANDABLE INSTRUCTIONS. A WIDER VIEWING WINDOW FOR A SIMPLER AND MORE ACCURATE ALINING HOLE. MADE IN THE U.S. - U.S. WORKERS, WITH U.S. MATERIALS. AS A MANUFACTURER, WE ENCOURAGE YOUR IDEAS, SUGGESTIONS AND COMMENTS.
EVERYTHING WILL BE SERIOUSLY CONSIDERED, EVALUATED AND IF USED REWARDED. YOU'RE THE BOSS, TELL US WHAT YOU WANT. DOWELING INSTRUCTIONS JIG Place shares to be merged into the exact position they will be after joining. Draw pencil tags on both boards to indicate
areas adjacent to the dowry location. Note: When using #07200 and #07300 models 1/8, 3/161/4, 5/16 and 3/8, holes can be drilled side by side on 3/4 centers using steel hardened bushes without moving the jig. Secure one piece at a time, in a grip or clip with pencil marks in front of you. Place yourself
centering the jig over the floor edge, its window in front of you. Line up the appropriate line on a black center drill guide through a window with a pencil sign in the warehouse. Adjust and tighten the jig - it's self-centricity. Drill the hole and repeat until all the holes are drilled in both pieces of stock. I bought
one of those self-centered dowel jigs. Jig has two holes, 3/4 except for drilling guide bushes. It comes with two bushings each for 3/8, 5/16, and 1/4 drill. Jig also two more holes without bushes, one for 1/2 drills, the other for 7/16 drill. You can find this jig by looking for Self Centering Dowel Jig at Lee
Valley Tools, Rockler, Woodcraft, or Amazon. I've always been about guiding the drill by turning it inside a metal guide bush. But all the drilling jigs out there seem to rely on this kind of technique, so I think it's pretty durable. I've only used this jig for a few projects, so I can't tell how long it will last. I
periodically lay a drop of oil in the holes, in the hope that it will help lubricate the drill and slow down the wear. I've used a dowel jig for several projects, just click on the links below. Doweling table shoe rack Dowel jig T-square Doweling togethera closet drilling overlapping holes Stand-Up laptop stand
Building a simple table See also: More on Dowel joints Dowel vs. mortise and tenon joints More on woodworking techniques This self-centered dowe jig will help you make precise butt joints, miter joints and edges. Clip the jig to your work piece then use a guide to line up your holes. Jig features 1/4 in,
5/16 in, 3/8 in, 7/16 inch and 1/2 inch drilling bush. Designed to accommodate drilling for dowel pins requiring precise alignment ofhole sizes permanently cast and will not wear outuses 1/4 in, 5/16 in, 3/8 in, 7/16 inch and 1/2 inch of drill bits, sold separately. Email to a friend by now, we hope our reviews
have given you some tips on what to look for when buying a dowel jig. However, we aim to take it one step further to make sure that you only buy the best dowel jigs for your tree. Also, you can still have some issues regarding different aspects to consider when buying wood dowel jig. So, here's the catch:
when buying a dowly jig, make sure you get a model that is compatible with your needs. It's easy! Just make sure that your choice is based on the following fundamental factors: Intended goalThe type of dowel jigThe bushing size dowel jigSelf-centering material to clamp the capacityThe versatility Of The
capacity of The Ousability of The Ousability, and, of course, the value for money Below is a more detailed explanation of the main points of consideration.10 Fundamental principles of choosing Doweling JigThe Intended GoalsGeneral, the first and most important aspect to consider when choosing a
dowel jig is what the goal is and what you want to achieve with it. Why are you buying a dowly jig? Are you going to drill or make sharp edges? Do you plan to work on a plane alone? You have to answer these questions because not all stuffy jigs are the same in size and drilling capacity. You need to buy
one that will meet your drilling goals and needs. For example, most dowel jigs sold on the market have more than one size of a bush. So even if you don't know about working with dowels that exceed Size, you don't need to spend extra or choose a larger model that has a few bushes. In addition,
determining your needs will also help you choose the right type of dowry jig that will satisfy your wooden wooden The Doweling JigsThere types are three main types of dowel jigs available for sale. They: Basic dowel jigs Intermediate dubel jigsDeveloped or premium dowel jigs. Basic dowel jigs: this is the
most common and simple dowel jig on the market. These jigs are designed for students and beginners who have yet to master the art of using advanced jigs dowel. The basic dowel jigs are very easy to understand and much safer to use compared to other dowel jigs. If you've never used a dowel jig,
consider buying a base model like the Milescraft 5342 Drill Stop Set.The intermediate dowel jigs: these middle-class dowel jigs are used by both beginners and advanced woodworkers. Although such dowel jigs are very comprehensive in structure, they are less complex in their activities. Intermediate
dubel jigs are best at hand for less complex woodworking tasks, convenient, allowing you to develop your craft in a dowel. These types of dowry jigs come with instructions for users, and precautions are recommended for you to follow. Advanced or premium dowel jigs: as the name means, these dowel
jigs are exclusively for professional use. Woodworkers who have mastered the art of dowable use them daily for obvious reasons. These stuffy jigs, though complex, allow users to carry out advanced woodworking activities. Their structure and advanced projects simplify the entire woodworking process
while ensuring maximum safety when working with them. Bushing Size Dowel JigIt is very important that you consider the bush size of your dowel jig before you buy it. The size of the bush of any dowel jig determines the hole size you will drill with it. So it makes sense to make sure you get a model that
supports any project you plan to undertake. Remember that the larger the size of the dowel, the larger it becomes. The standard sizes of bushes in the dubel jigs range from 1/2 inch, 3/16 inches, 1/4 inch, 3/8 inch, 5/16 inches, and 7/16 inches. Assuming you only work with one particular bush size (as in
making furniture), you don't need extra dimensions. The main advantage of using a dowel jig with a 1 size bush is that it is usually easier to manipulate, thanks to its small size. However, if you are unsure of the various challenges that you might face in the future, you may want to consider investing in a
dowel jig that has several bush sizes, so you can move quickly between tasks while saving the cost of investing in a new model. The good thing is that most stuffy jigs come with three different sizes, which should be sufficient in woodworking tasks. However, if you are going to work with very small or very
large parts, then be prepared to invest in models that support such projects. Self-centeringSelf-centration is another important fundamental aspect that you should consider when Your dowel jig. This entails the ability of a dowel jig to align well and center itself on the blanks. You don't need to initiate
alignment. If you aim to get reliable, flush and good-looking alignment, you should get the dowels down the center. This is what self-centering entails. If your dowels are not concentrated, you run the risk of losing a flash connection or getting a wood splitter, which means you have to undo your location
and sand around the edges. Worst of all, you may have to repaint entire parts in general, which can prove to be a time-consuming and costly mistake. To avoid such mistakes, make sure you invest in a dowel jig that has the potential to center yourself for quick and easy tasks. Many of the dowel jigs on
the market advertise themselves as a self-centered. What this means, in fact, is that they use one screw in drawing both sides of the dowel jig to the board as the user tightens it. Practically this should allow to make a perfectly centered hole. Unfortunately, some problems may interfere with this process.
For example, any production flaws that affect the thickness level of both sides may push them to contact the wood at an odd angle, which actually resets the alignment. While almost all dowel jigs come as self-centering, you still have to do more research because the dowel jig's ability to reach a selfcentered ranges from one jig to another. Consider Bushing MaterialThe material from which your dowel jig made questions. Aluminium is one of the most common materials used in making dowable jigs. Many users prefer the aluminum design because of its low weight and inherent strength. They make it
even more flexible and easy to join the forest. However, aluminium dubel jigs have a fundamental flaw. The aluminum surface is generally untreated, which exposes it to corrosion and rust. While it is possible to treat the surface to solve this vulnerability, most manufacturers have the mindset that
consumers would instead choose to save money than spend on dowel jigs capable of resisting corrosion forever. So this brings us to two options. You may either decide to purchase a raw aluminum dubel jig, which you will have to satisfy tremendously to prevent rust or corrosion. On the other hand, you
may decide to spend the extra money and purchase a steel dupel jig. The good thing with steel is that it is very resistant to corrosion and rust compared to aluminum, but it costs a lot than its aluminum counterpart. It is also heavier in weight, making it a less portable material with all the dowe jig. But, if
you're interested in durability and value, you're not invest a little more on a steel dubel jig. Check the CapacityNever clamp to invest your money in a stuffy jig without making sure of its clamping ability. Clip capacity means ability The dowel jig to hold and maintain the elements and load firmly. All dowable
jigs have their respective clamping abilities. To get the appropriate clip capacity, see what the reviews say about the product. What is the alignment range of dowel jig? Are the clamping mechanisms sufficient and equal to the task at hand? Once you can meet these issues, you should be able to get a
good quality dowel jig that clamps perfectly. Go for versatilityIf you're a professional in doweling, you'll appreciate the need to have a versatile dowel jig. Universal dowel jig will allow you to perform various tasks quickly, saving money that you would otherwise spend on buying other jigs. To determine how
versatile the dubel jig will be, you need to take into account two main factors: the number of compounds dowel jig can create, the capacity that it can hold. Doweling jigs that have great features are usually those in the range of 6 inches or more. This capacity gives you the opportunity to do projects that
other woodworkers can only dream of. Other versatile options are those in the range of 2-1/2 inches, which, however, means that you will have to go for something more if you plan to put a dowels in 3 or more inches in diameter. Compounds that a dowel jig can make are also an important factor in
determining their versatility. The three most popular types of compounds are edge-to-surface connections, edge-to-edge and angle. Note that not all models support such connections. Check the accuracy While precision is one less talking about function in a dowly jig, centering depends on it. For
example, if your bush holes are drilled incorrectly, you may end up feeling very disappointed. You will never be able to insert bushes that can cause you a lot of pain (although it is possible you can drill them to be more significant using the drilling press). You should not experience such inconveniences
provided that you spend a significant amount of cash on your dowel jig. It's even worse when it comes to the opposite. If you can insert bushes but they seem too loose, it becomes almost difficult to get the exact holes of the dowel. Even small gaps can also create serious problems, so make sure you buy
a stuffy jig that doesn't have such flaws. Another possible problem that can deprive you of accuracy is the presence of bushes that are free enough to fit but seem too rigid for smooth operations. In this case, the head of the bushes can break, or the bushes end up stuck, leaving you with a damaged bush
and condemned jig. Seriously consider the accuracy of your dowel jig to such a possible misfortune. Focus on convenience It's pointless if you buy a product that you can't use. Dubel Jig is a simple tool. Although it looks intimidating, you have to find it convenient from the moment Start using it. However,
since there are different types of dowable jigs, it is ideal that you choose a model that will be easy for you to use. That is, if you are a novice artisan, go for a model that matches your skill level. Avoid buying too complicated a model that seems to do too many things but end up achieving a little. Check to
see if the clamp system is easy to use in the model you want to buy. Does it have a self-centering system and metal reinforced bushes to handle your bit drill? Once all these factors are in place, you should have a smooth ride using a dowel jig. The price compared to the quality of Rember, that price is not
always the best determining when it comes to establishing quality. Therefore, as you prepare to make a final decision on the purchase, try to make a comparison and distinction between the price and capacity/functionality of the dowable jig. If the price and quality analysis impresses you, then click the
purchase button. The basic dowel jig ranges from $20-$40, and they usually have holes for different drills, but without bushes. The standard quality dowel jigs with bolted threaded holes of bushes cost $50-$60, which you can use a drill hole without moving a dowel jig. Dowel jigs with four threaded holes
of bushes cost $50-$75. Dowel jigs that support a large capacity range of $60-$90 in price, and they can support up to 6 inches or more of materials. The final thought To buy the best dowel jig should not be rocket science. From what we've covered so far, you can easily find a model that meets your
needs. Always remember that there are different types of dowel jigs, and knowing that it will allow you to buy one that will be perfect for your skill level. Again, be sure to consider the task at your fingertips and always refer to our reviews and buyer's guide, so you don't miss anything when buying a dowel
jig. If you have a question or a better offer, let us know in the comments section below. Thank you, and happy shopping. Shopping.
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